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The Agreement Subtree Problem is then as follows:Problem: The Agreement Subtree ProblemInstane: A set S = fs1; s2; : : : ; sng, two binary trees P and Q whih areleaf-labelled by S, and an integer k.Question: Does there exist a subset S0 of ardinality at least k suh thatP jS0 = QjS0?This problem arises naturally in the appliation to phylogeneti tree on-strution, where trees for the same speies set may be onstruted in a varietyof ways (either the optimality riteria may di�er, or the trees may be basedupon di�erent data sets).The agreement subtree problem was �rst posed by Finden and Gordon in1985[2℄, and a method for �nding a subtree on whih two binary trees agreedwas presented. Unfortunately, the heuristi did not guarantee that the subtreewould be of maximum ardinality. In [4℄, Kubika et. al. presented an algorithmfor the agreement subtree problem on binary trees, whih had running timeO(n( 12+�) log2 n). Lower bounds on the minimum size of the agreement subtreeof two n-leaf binary trees were found by Kubika et al in [5℄. In this paperwe present the �rst polynomial time algorithm for the problem of omputingthe maximum agreement subtree of two trees. The algorithm we present hasrunning time O(n4:5�(n2)), where �(n) is the inverse Akerman funtion. Fortrees of maximum degree k, the algorithm has running time O(n2�(n2)).The organization of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In setion 2 wedesribe an O(n2�(n2)) algorithm for �nding the maximum agreement subtreeof two binary trees. In setion 3 we show how to extend the tehniques ofsetion 2 for the general ase, where the maximum degree of the trees are notonstrained. We then disuss open problems in setion 4.2 Finding the Maximum Agreement Subtree ofBinary TreesWe now present an O(n2�(n2)) dynami programming algorithm for �nding themaximum agreement subtree of two binary trees on n labelled leaves.2.1 De�nitionsDe�ne a subtree of a tree T to be a subgraph of T whih is a omponent ofT � feg for some edge e 2 E(T ). For subtrees p; q of P;Q respetively, we willompute the size of the maximum agreement subtree t =MAST (p; q) on whihthey agree. Note that here p and q may not have the same label set. When twosubtrees p and q arise by deleting a single edge, we will say that p and q are2



omplementary. We spei�ally need to keep trak of all pairs of omplementarysubtrees.We order the subtrees of P by inlusion, and ompute a linear extensionL(P ) of this partial ordering. In the same way we onstrut the linear orderingL(Q), and similarly we an ompute a linear ordering L on L(P ) x L(Q). Wethen omputeMAST (p; q) for eah p 2 L(P ) and q 2 L(Q), ordered by L, whereMAST(t,t') will be the number of leaves in the maximum agreement subtree oft and t0,Note that we do not omputeMAST (p; q) until we have omputedMAST (t; t0)for all subtrees t � p and t0 � q. There are O(n) of these subtrees formed bythese edge deletions, and eah suh subtree t is naturally rooted at the vertexy inident to the edge e deleted in order to form t (reall t is a omponent ofT � feg, for T 2 fP;Qg). Furthermore, eah subtree t has two hildren sub-graphs t1 and t2, sine the trees P and Q are binary; thus, the removal of thenode y from t will reate two subgraphs t1 and t2. These subgraphs are alsosubtrees by our de�nition.2.2 Algorithmi DetailsWe need to ompute the labels L(ti) whih appear in eah subtree ti. Toompute L(ti), we �rst ompute L(t0i) for eah t0i � ti; then, L(ti) is just theunion of two label sets, sine eah Ti is binary. Thus, these omputations anbe ompleted using O(n) �nd operations, for a total ost of O(n�(n)), where�(n) is the inverse akerman funtion[8℄.Now assume p and q are subtrees of P and Q respetively, and that we haveomputed MAST (p0; q0) for all subtrees p0 � p and q0 � q. In partiular, wewill have omputed MAST (pi; qj), for i = 1; 2 and j = 1; 2.The omputation of MAST (p; q) then depends upon whether p or q areboth subtrees ontaining more than one leaf. If p ontains only one leaf x, thenMAST (p; q) = 1 if L(x) 2 L(q), and otherwise MAST (p; q) = 0. The asewhere q ontains only one leaf is handled similarly. When both subtrees p andq ontain at least two leaves, then the value ofMAST (p; q) is obtained by max-imizing the sore obtained from the di�erent ombinations of their onstituentsubtrees, p1; p2; q1; and q2. To summarize:MAST (p; q) =jL(p) \ L(q)j, if either p or q is a singleton, ormaxfMAST (p1; q1) +MAST (p2; q2);MAST (p1; q2) +MAST (p2; q1)g, otherwise.The omputation of MAST (P;Q) is then set to3



max(p1;p2) (q1;q2)fMAST (p1; q1)+MAST (p1; q2);MAST (p1; q2)+MAST (p2; q1)g,where (p1; p2) and (q1; q2) are both pairs of omplementary subtrees.2.3 The AlgorithmAlgorithm:Compute the list L(P ) of subtrees t � P , so thatif t � t0 then t appears before t0 in the list L(P ).Compute list L(Q) in the same way.Compute a total order L on L(P ) x L(Q), thepairs of subtree p; q, where p � P; q � Q.For eah (p; q) 2 L DOCompute MAST (p; q)end-doCompute MAST (P;Q)end-doend of algorithm2.4 Running time analysisThe initialization (omputing all subtrees t and L(t) for all subtrees) involvesO(n) unions, and hene osts us O(n�(n)). Computing MAST (p; q) osts us asingle �nd if one (or both) of p or q is a singleton; else it osts us two additionsand one omparison. Sine there are O(n2) pairs (p; q) of subtrees, this osts usO(n2) �nds, additions, and omparisons, for a total of O(n2�(n2)). The �nalomputation of seleting the max among O(n2) values involves O(n2) additions,and O(n2) omparisons. All in all, a total ost of O(n2�(n2)).2.5 Proof of CorretnessTheorem 1 The algorithm orretly determines the size of the maximum agree-ment subtree for two binary trees on n labelled leaves.Proof: The proof is by indution on n. If n = 1, the proof is trivial: eitherthe trees are idential, or they are disjoint, and the algorithm handles eah aseorretly. So assume true for all trees on fewer than n leaves.Let P and Q be two trees on n leaves eah, and let T be the maximumagreement subtree of P and Q. T must ontain at least three leaves, trivially,no matter how small n is. Let eT be an edge in T , reating a bipartition on thelabel set SjL(T ) into two parts, S1 and S2, with subtrees T 1 and T 2. Sine Pand Q both agree on T , eah of P and Q must ontain edges reating the samebipartition on SjL(T ); let these edges be eP and eQ.4



The removal of eP from P reates trees p1 and p2, and similarly we havetrees q1 and q2 reated by removing eQ from Q. Sine P and Q agree with T ,we an say (without loss of generality) that Si � L(pi) \ L(qi), i = 1; 2. Thealgorithm will ompute the maximum agreement subtrees of pi and qj for eahi; j, and thus be able to determine that the maximum is obtained at p1; q1 andp2; q2, so that the maximum agreement subtree is obtained by using the leavesin T .One point to note is that pi and qj are not truly binary trees, sine theyhave eah a single node of degree two; however, supressing these degree twonodes reates binary trees whih we will all P 1; P 2; Q1; and Q2. It is thenlear to see that the algorithm would orretly handle the determination of themaximum agreement subtree of the various ombinations of P i and Qj , and aquik hek of the algorithm reveals that this translates into the orret handlingof these rooted binary trees. Thus, the algorithm will orretly determine themaximum agreement subtrees of the various ombinations of the pi and qj , andthus disover the way that T was onstruted.3 Finding the Maximum Agreement Subtree ofArbitrary TreesThe only modi�ation we need to make here is that eah subtree (as de�nedabove) may onsist of more than two subtrees, so that the omputation ofMAST (p; q) for p and q subtrees of P and Q respetively, will involve solvinga maximum mathing problem on a bipartite graph. That is, if p is a subtreeof P , and q a subtree of Q, and the subtrees of p and q are p1; p2; : : : ; pk andq1; q2; : : : ; qr, respetively, then we have omputed MAST (pi; qj) for eah i =1; 2; : : : ; k and j = 1; 2; : : : ; r. We an therefore weight the omplete bipartitegraph Kk;r by w(i; j) = MAST (pi; qj), and ompute the maximum mathingin this bipartite graph. This osts us O((jpj + jqj)2:5) [3℄, where jpj equals thedegree of the root of p, whih in turn equals the number of subtrees of p involvedin the omputation.Sine there are O(n) edges, there are O(n) subtrees, and hene O(n2)MASTomputations to perform. The worst ase ours when eah of the trees arestars, and thus eah subtree (other than the single node subtrees) has n�1 sub-subtrees. For this ase, the MAST omputations inur a ost of O(n4:5�(n2)).However, for trees P andQ where the maximum degree of nodes are boundedby k, this algorithm has running time bounded by O(n2�(n2)), as in the asefor binary trees.
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4 Open ProblemsCan a better running time be ahieved for this problem? Note that improvingthe running time on this algorithm probably is as hard as improving the bipartitemathing problem.Referenes[1℄ G. Chartrand, F. Saba, H. Zou, Greatest ommon subgraphs of graphs,Casopis Pest. Math, 10 (1985) 87-91.[2℄ C.R. Finden and A.D. Gordon, Obtaining Common Pruned Trees, Journalof Classi�ation, 2 (1985) 255-176.[3℄ Hoproft, J. E. and Karp, R.M. , An O(n5=2) algorithm for maximummathing in bipartite graphs, SIAM J. of Comput. 2 (1973) pp. 225-231[4℄ E. Kubika, G. Kubiki, and F.R. MMorris, An algorithm to �nd agree-ment subtrees, to appear, Journal of Classi�ation, 1992.[5℄ E. Kubika, G. Kubiki, and F.R. MMorris, On agreement subtrees of twobinary trees, manusript, 1992.[6℄ G. Kubiki, Greatest ommon subgraph index of graphs, Congressus Nu-merantium 76 (1990) 101-113.[7℄ D. Swo�ord,When are phylogeny estimates from moleular and morpholog-ial data inongruent?, in Phylogeneti Analysis of DNA Sequenes,eds. M.M. Miyamoto and J. Craraft, New York (1991), Oxford UniversityPress.[8℄ Robert E. Tarjan, EÆieny of a good but not linear set union algorithm,JACM 22(2):215-225, 1975.[9℄ E.O.Wilson, A Consisteny Test for Phylogenies Based upon Contempora-neous Speies, Systemati Zoology, 14, pp. 214-220.
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